Structural sensitivity of CH vibrational band in methyl benzoate.
The CH vibrational bands of methyl benzoate are studied to understand its coupling pattern with other vibrational bands of the biological molecule. This will facilitate to understand the biological structure and dynamics in spectroscopic as well as in microscopic study. Due to the congested spectroscopic pattern, near degeneracy, and strong anharmonicity of the CH stretch vibrations, assignment of the CH vibrational frequencies are often misleading. Anharmonic vibrational frequency calculation with multidimensional potential energy surface interprets the CH vibrational spectra more accurately. In this article we have presented the importance of multidimensional potential energy surface in anharmonic vibrational frequency calculation and discuss the unexpected red shift of asymmetric CH stretch vibration of methyl group. The CD stretch vibrational band which is splitted to double peaks due to the Fermi resonance is also discussed here.